Growth factor signaling is deregulated in cancer and often leads to invasion, yet receptor tyrosine kinase signaling pathways driving invasion under different growth factor conditions are not well understood. To identify specific signaling molecules regulating invasion of A549 non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) cells downstream of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and Met, quantitative site specific mass spectrometric analysis of tyrosine phosphorylation was performed following epidermal growth factor (EGF) or hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) stimulation, at three different growth factor concentrations and at two time points. Through this analysis the temporal and concentration dependent phosphorylation profiles were obtained for 131 sites and 139 sites downstream of EGF and HGF stimulation, respectively. To characterize the effect of these signaling network alterations, we quantified 3D cell migration/invasion through Matrigel. Partial least squares regression (PLSR) analysis was performed to identify the tyrosine phosphorylation sites most strongly correlated with EGF and/or HGF mediated invasion. Potential common and specific signaling events required for driving invasion downstream of EGFR and Met were identified using either a combined or two independent PLSR models, based on the quantitative EGF or HGF data. Our data highlight the integration and compartmentalization of signaling required for invasion in cancer.
INTRODUCTION
The role of HGF and EGF driven signaling in invasion and migration in cancer pathogenesis has long since been established 1, 2 . Binding of HGF to the receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) encoded by the c-Met proto-oncogene [3] [4] [5] leads to dimerization and activation through phosphorylation on tyrosine residues in the intracellular kinase domain of the receptor 6 .
Kinase activation leads to trans-autophosphorylation on tyrosine residues in the cytoplasmic tail. These phosphorylation events form docking sites allowing adaptor molecules such as Gab1, Grb2, PLC-γ, and Src to bind and perpetuate downstream signaling, eventually leading to cellular phenotypes such as migration, invasion and proliferation 7, 8 . HGF signaling through Met is known to play a significant role in promoting tumor cell invasion and metastasis in several different cell types such as lung and pancreatic carcinomas 9, 10 . Deregulated Met signaling has been implicated in NSCLC and disruption of this pathway by Met-directed inhibitors decreases tumorigenic potential, yet these inhibitors have been prone to failure due to adaptation of the tumor microenvironment 11 .
EGFR is an RTK that binds EGF to cause dimerization, trans-autophosphorylation, activation, and downstream signaling 12 . Similar to Met, EGFR activation leads to phosphorylation of specific tyrosine residues within the cytoplasmic tail that serve as docking sites for proteins containing Src homology 2 (SH2) and phosphotyrosine binding (PTB) domains, the recruitment of which leads to activation of intracellular signaling pathways [13] [14] [15] . Signaling downstream of EGFR regulates proliferation, migration, and invasion 16 . Due to its increased activity in several cancers, including NSCLC, EGFR has emerged as a therapeutic target 16 . Despite the high efficacy of EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) such as gefitinib and erlotinib, innate or adaptive resistance associated with compensatory signaling through additional RTKs has been detected in almost all cases 16 . Met is frequently co-expressed with EGFR family members in human tumors and cross-talk between these RTKs have been described in several contexts, including invasive growth [17] [18] [19] [20] . Aberrant EGFR activation increases protein expression and phosphorylation of Met in thyroid carcinoma and gliobastoma cell lines 21, 22 . Furthermore, characterization of phosphotyrosine signaling downstream of the EGFR receptor in NSCLC cell lines and Met in a gastric cancer cell line demonstrated increased phosphorylation of EGFR in a Met amplified cell line and increased Met phosphorylation in mutated and amplified EGFR cell lines 23 . Additionally, inhibition of EGFR signaling with EGFR TKIs can lead to compensatory signaling through Met 19 . These studies demonstrate cross-talk between EGFR and Met signaling in driving invasive cancer progression, yet the specific and common nodes involved in these networks have not yet been characterized at a systems level.
Although the extent to which the EGF and HGF signaling pathways overlap is not fully understood, many of the canonical adaptor proteins and downstream pathways are known to be common to both receptors. To determine the overlap between these networks, a recent study utilized quantitative mass spectrometric analysis of proteins following phosphotyrosine immunoprecipitation after stimulation with EGF or HGF 24 . While a significant number of common proteins were immunoprecipitated after EGF and HGF stimulation, phosphorylation site-specific information was lacking, and therefore it was unclear as to whether both networks phosphorylated the same sites on these proteins.
In this study, to determine EGF and HGF network specific mediators of invasion we characterized temporal site-specific phosphotyrosine signaling in A549 cells by quantitative mass spectrometry. We quantified invasion and tyrosine phosphorylation signaling networks at four growth factor concentrations determined using a standard Boyden chamber invasion assay; EC 0 (no growth factor), EC 50 (the effective concentration that results in 50% of the maximum invasion), EC 100 (the effective concentration that results in 100% i.e. maximum invasion), and EC am50 (the effective concentration above EC 100 that results in 50% of the maximum invasion). These analyses led to the identification and quantification of 131 phosphotyrosine peptides following EGF stimulation and 139 phosphotyrosine peptides following HGF stimulation; a total of 78 phosphorylation sites were quantified across all EGF and HGF stimulation conditions. Integration of the quantitative temporal phosphotyrosine data enabled us to calculate the total signal from 0 to 20 minutes and correlate these measurements to invasion using PLSR. Through these efforts, we have uncovered phosphorylation sites correlated with invasion and highlight both common and differential tyrosine phosphorylation sites regulating invasion downstream of EGFR and Met.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Culture
The lung adenocarcinoma cell line A549 was grown in RPMI-1640 medium with glutamine supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum in a humidified incubator at 37 °C with 5% CO 2 . Prior to sample preparation for mass spectrometry, cells were serum starved for 24 h using RPMI-1640 supplemented with 0.1% BSA then stimulated with the indicated concentrations of either EGF or HGF for the appropriate time periods.
Cell Invasion Assay
In vitro invasion of A549 cells was performed using 8.0 μm pore size Transwell cell culture inserts coated with 5μg Matrigel (BD Biosciences). Prior to the assay, cells were serum depleted for 24 h in RPMI-1640 supplemented with 0.1% BSA. Cell suspensions containing 5×10 5 cells were seeded into the upper region of a Boyden chamber. RPMI-1640 containing EGF, HGF, or 10% FBS was then placed in the lower chamber. Cells were allowed to invade through the Matrigel-coated membrane for 20 h, after which the cells on the filter were stained with 0.1% crystal violet and scanned into Image J. Invasive cells on the bottom of the membrane were then quantified using Image J software. Percent invasion was calculated relative to invasion induced by 10% FBS and EC 0 , EC 50 , EC 100 and EC am50 were determined for EGF and HGF.
Cell Lysis
Cells were lysed in ice-cold 8M urea for mass spectrometric analyses or modified RIPA buffer for immunoblotting supplemented with 1mM sodium orthovanadate, 0.1% NP-40, and protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail tablets (Roche). Protein concentrations were quantified using BCA assay (Pierce).
Immunoblotting
Cell lysates were separated on a 7.5% polyacrylamide gel and electrophoretically transferred to nitrocellulose (Biorad). Nitrocellulose was blocked with 5% BSA in TBS-T (150mM NaCl, 0.1% Tween 20, 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0). Antibodies used are as follows: anti-EGFR (BD Biosciences), anti-EGFR pY1173 (Epitomics), anti-c-Met (Epitomics), anti-c-Met pY1234/5 (Epitomics), anti-phosphotyrosine (4G10, Millipore), and anti-β-tubulin (Cell Signaling Technology). Antibodies were diluted in blocking buffer and incubated with nitrocellulose overnight at 4°C. Secondary antibodies (either goat anti-rabbit or goat antimouse conjugated to horseradish peroxidase) were diluted 1/10,000 in TBS-T and incubated at room temperature for 1 h. Antibody binding was detected using the enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) detection kit (Pierce).
Mass Spectrometry Sample Preparation
Proteins were reduced (10 mM DTT, 56°C for 45 min), alkylated (50mM iodoacetamide, room temperature in the dark for 1 h), and excess iodoacetamide was quenched with DTT to a final concentration of 25 mM. Proteins were subsequently digested with trypsin (sequencing grade, Promega), at an enzyme/substrate ratio of 1:100, at room temperature overnight in 100mM ammonium acetate pH 8.9. Trypsin activity was quenched by adding formic acid to a final concentration of 5%. Urea was removed from the samples by reverse phase desalting using a C18 cartridge (Waters) and peptides were lyophilized and stored at −80°C.
iTRAQ Labeling
Peptide labeling with iTRAQ 8plex (AB Sciex) was performed as previously described 25 . Growth factor stimulated A549 cells were labeled using the iTRAQ 8plex channels as follows: 113-EC 0 ; 114-EC 50 (5min); 115-EC 100 (5min); 116-EC am50 (5min); 117-EC 50 (20min); 118-EC 100 (20min); 119-EC am50 (20min); and 121-10% FBS for EGF or HGF. Three biological replicates were performed for each of the EGF and HGF stimulation conditions.
Phosphotyrosine Enrichment
Phosphotyrosine peptides were enriched prior to mass spectrometry analyses using a cocktail of anti-phosphotyrosine antibodies followed by immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) as previously described 26 . Peptides retained on the IMAC column were eluted to a C18 reverse-phase pre-column (100 μm ID, 10 cm packed bed length, YMC ODS-A, 10 μm), which was then rinsed with 0.1% acetic acid to remove excess phosphate buffer. After rinsing, the precolumn was attached to a C18 reverse-phase analytical column (50 μm ID, 10 cm packed bed length, YMC ODS-AQ, 5 μm) with integrated electrospray emitter tip. Peptides were chromatographically separated by reverse phase HPLC (Agilent) over a 140 minute gradient (buffer A = 200 mM acetic acid, buffer B = 70% acetonitrile in 200 mM acetic acid; 0-10 min: 13%, 10-105 min: 42%, 105-115 min: 60%, 115-122 min: 100%, 122-128 min: 100%, 128-130 min: 0%, 130-150 min: 0%,) and nano-electrosprayed directly into an Orbitrap XL mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific). The mass spectrometer was operated in data-dependent mode with a full scan MS spectrum followed by MS/MS (CID was set at 35% energy for sequence information and HCD at 75% energy for iTRAQ quantification) for the top 10 precursor ions in each cycle. Ion trap injection time was set to 100 ms and FTMS injection time was set to 1000 ms with a resolution of 60000 across m/z 400-2000. For IT and FT-MS/MS scans, fragmentation was carried out on ions above a threshold of 500 counts and an FTMS resolution of 7500.
Phosphotyrosine Data Analysis
Raw mass spectral data files (.RAW files) were converted into .mgf file format using DTAsupercharge 1.31 (http://msquant.sourceforge.net/). All resulting MS/MS peak lists were searched against a UniProt database containing Homo sapiens protein sequences (37,743 entries) using Mascot (Matrix Science, version 2.1.03). Briefly, trypsin enzyme specificity was applied with a maximum of 1 missed cleavage. Mass tolerance for precursor ions was set to 10 ppm, and fragment ion mass tolerance was 0.8 Da. MS/MS spectra searches incorporated fixed modifications of carbamidomethylation of cysteine and iTRAQ 8plex modification of lysines and peptide N-termini. Variable modifications were oxidized methionine, and phosphorylation of serine, threonine, and tyrosine residues. Phosphotyrosine peptides were initially filtered using a Mascot score cut-off of 20, which corresponds to an FDR of 3 % at the peptide level. Precursor ions were manually evaluated and peptides with contaminating peaks present within the isolation window (ions with intensity > 25% of the base peak ± 1.5 m/z around the selected precursor ion m/z) were discarded as they may contribute to the relative iTRAQ intensities. MS/MS spectra of the tyrosine phosphorylated peptides were manually validated to confirm peptide identification and phosphorylation site localization. Manually annotated spectra of the 131 phosphotyrosine peptides identified after EGF stimulation and 139 phosphotyrosine peptides identified after HGF stimulation can be found in Supplementary Figures 1 and 2 respectively. EGFR phosphorylation site numbering excludes the 24 amino acid signal peptide sequence. iTRAQ intensity values were extracted from HCD scans using an in house python script which converted iTRAQ intensities into .txt format. To determine the relative phosphorylation level of each phosphosite, the iTRAQ quantification data were corrected for isotopic overlap, as previously determined by AB Sciex, normalized to total protein signal of each sample, and normalized to the 10% FBS condition for both the EGF and HGF experiments. To quantify the overall phosphorylation signal for each peptide at EC 0 , EC 50 , EC 100 and EC am50 , the area under the curve (AUC) was calculated using relative intensities at 0, 5 and 20 minutes post growth factor stimulation. The normalized signal across time was integrated from EC 0 (set as our initial measurement) to the 5 min and 20 min phosphorylation level at each concentration prior to PLSR.
Affinity Propagation Clustering Analysis
Affinity propagation clustering was carried out as previously described 26 .
Partial least square regression
The PLSR model was generated using SIMCA-P (11.5) as previously described 27 . Briefly, an MxN matrix (X) was generated from the AUC (0 to 20 min) quantified for each of the phosphorylation sites generated from the mass spectrometric data. Each of the M rows corresponded to a different treatment: EGF EC 0 , EGF EC 50 , EGF EC 100 , EGF EC am50 , HGF EC 0 , HGF EC 50 , HGF EC 100 , and HGF EC am50 . Each of the N columns corresponded to one phosphorylated peptide that was measured in either or both the EGF stimulation and the HGF stimulation datasets. A vector (Mx1, Y) was generated that described the invasion (cellular output). The M rows in the vector of Y corresponded to the same cellular conditions as in X. The invasion data and quantitative data for each phosphorylated peptide were mean centered across the cellular conditions and then Log 2 transformed. Models were generated using three principal components (combined EGF and HGF model) or two principal components (individual EGF or HGF models) under the standard optimization criteria. The nonlinear iterative partial least-square algorithm was used to solve the equation Y=bX+e, where b is a vector of regression coefficients and e is the residual, such that that X=t1p1'+t2p2'+…+e where each t is a new, latent score variable onto which the original data can be projected, creating a principal component, and where each score is orthogonal to every other. This equation maximizes the covariance of linear combinations of the phosphorylated peptides (i.e. scores) to the response, invasion (with the first principal component capturing the most variation in the data and each sequential score vector correlating the X matrix to the y-residual of the previous score vector, or the entire Y vector for the first score vector). The ps in the equation are the coefficients that map each phosphosite onto each principal component. The variable importance in the projection (VIP) score was used to identify explanatory variables that contribute the most to the prediction of invasion in response to EGF or HGF in A549 cells.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of A549 cell invasion in response to EGF or HGF
To verify protein expression levels of EGFR and Met in the A549 cells, immunoblotting was carried out for total EGFR or Met ( Figure 1A ). The protein expression of EGFR and Met was not affected by EGF or HGF stimulation at 30 min. While EGF stimulation increased EGFR Y1173 phosphorylation and HGF stimulation increased Met Y1234/5 phosphorylation, EGF stimulation did not increase Met Y1234/5 phosphorylation, and HGF did not increase EGFR Y1173 phosphorylation ( Figure 1A ). This result demonstrated that there was minimal crosstalk at the receptor level in terms of tyrosine phosphorylation in these cells under these conditions. To confirm that the signaling networks downstream of both receptors were functional under these stimulation conditions, we immunoblotted cell lysates for total phosphotyrosine after stimulation with EGF or HGF ( Figure 1A ). We observed a global increase in tyrosine phosphorylation in response to EGF and HGF, but did not identify any significant differences between the two growth factors other than the receptors at 180kDa (EGFR) and 120kDa (Met). To quantify the cell biological response to stimulation of these cells with EGF or HGF, we carried out Boyden chamber invasion assays using Matrigel coated membranes. Invasion through Matrigel was quantified in response to 7 different EGF concentrations ( Figure 1B ) and 7 different HGF concentrations ( Figure 1C ) in comparison to 10% FBS. The invasion of A549 cells in response to EGF and HGF was quantitatively distinct, and the level of growth factor required to induce maximal invasion was much higher for HGF (300 ng/ml= 3.7 nM) versus EGF (10 ng/ml= 1.6 nM). These data allowed us to identify the effective concentrations for invasion in A549 cells.
Quantification of signaling in A549 cells in response to EGF or HGF
To determine the phosphorylation signaling networks driving invasion under EGF or HGF stimulation conditions, the EC 0 , EC 50 , EC100 and EC am50 were selected for phosphotyrosine signaling analysis using quantitative mass spectrometry. Cells were stimulated for 5 or 20 minutes with the indicated effective concentrations or 10% FBS, which was used as a control. Cells were lysed with 8 M urea and proteins were reduced, alkylated and digested with trypsin prior to differential labeling with iTRAQ8plex reagent and liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) analysis (Figure 2 ). To calculate the total signal for each effective concentration, we calculated the area under the curve (AUC) using the EC 0 as the 0 minute and the 5 and 20 minute time points for EC 50 , EC 100 and EC am50 . The basal level of phosphorylation was calculated by extrapolating the level of the EC 0 0 minute measurement out to 5 and 20 minutes and calculating the AUC. In total, 131 phosphotyrosine peptides in the EGF dataset and 139 phosphotyrosine peptides in the HGF dataset were identified and quantified across 3 different effective concentrations at 2 different time points. iTRAQ quantification information along with the peptide sequence and phosphorylation site localization can be found in Supplementary table 1 and  Supplementary table 2 , respectively. To identify phosphorylation sites that were either EGF or HGF responsive, we filtered the quantitative information for those peptides with a ≥1.5 fold change relative to EC 0 in any of the growth factor iTRAQ channels. This threshold was determined as the median coefficient of variation was found to be 15.7 % for EGF analyses and 14.4 % for HGF analyses, thus ≥1.5 fold changes are statistically different. This filtering resulted in 68 EGF responsive phosphorylation sites and 61 HGF responsive phosphorylation sites. To define sets of similarly regulated phosphorylation sites, responsive sites were clustered using affinity propagation, and are displayed as heat maps in Figure 3A and 3B. As expected, stimulation of A549 cells with EGF resulted in a robust phosphorylation increase on EGFR Y1173 and Y1148 along with known immediate downstream signaling proteins such as Gab1, Shc1, and INPPL1 (Ship2) 13 . Overall the response to HGF stimulation was more muted than EGF, and the phosphorylation sites with the largest response were those at the receptor and those known to signal directly downstream of Met such as Gab1, GRB2, and Ship2 28 . EGFR phosphorylation on Y1068 and Y1173 both increased by approximately 1.5 fold following HGF stimulation, despite no perceptible increase in phosphorylation of these sites in the immunoblot data in Figure 1A . This difference is likely due to the fold-change of 1.5 fold that was detected by mass spectrometry being below the limits of detection of immunoblotting in this instance. Several EGF and HGF responsive phosphorylation sites were identified on proteins known to be involved in cell adhesion, migration, and invasion. For instance, phosphorylation of Y30 and Y188 on Annexin A2 (ANXA2) and Y780, Y823, Y855, Y333/Y354 on tensin 3 (TNS3) were identified as EGF and HGF responsive. ANXA2 has been shown to play an important role in tumor progression and invasion in gliomas and ovarian cancers, and TNS3 is known to inhibit cell migration in breast and kidney cancer, yet the role of the phosphorylation sites identified here is not known [29] [30] [31] [32] .
To visualize the effect of EGF and HGF stimulation on the signaling pathways downstream of the receptors, we mapped the responsive phosphorylation sites to a canonical network diagram ( Figure 3C ), where EGF responsive phosphotyrosine sites are represented in blue and HGF responsive phosphotyrosine sites are green. Phosphorylation sites on PLC-γ and Crk were detected in the EGF responsive dataset and it is known that Crk and PLC-γ play a role in signaling downstream of EGFR 13, 33 . PLC-γ and Crk are also involved in Met signaling but were not detected in the HGF dataset 28 . HGF resulted in responsive phosphorylation across multiple RTKs with AXL, FGFR, and IGF1R phosphorylation sites increasing in response to HGF stimulation, thus indicating crosstalk between these receptors. These data demonstrate distinct qualitative differences in the EGF and HGF signaling networks.
Correlation of EGF and HGF phosphotyrosine signaling to invasion with a combined PLSR model
To identify the common signaling pathways mediating invasion downstream of EGFR and Met, we selected the 78 overlapping phosphorylation sites that were quantified across both the EGF and HGF datasets. The calculated AUC measurements for the 3 EGF or HGF effective concentrations in addition to the EC 0 are displayed in a heat map in Figure 4A . It is important to note that while the EC 0 measurements should theoretically be identical, some variation in selected phosphorylation sites can be seen across the different biological replicates. Despite this biological variation, distinct differences in signaling between EGF and HGF were detectable ( Figure 4A ). To identify the sites most strongly correlated with invasion downstream of EGFR or Met activation, the 78 common phosphorylation sites were regressed against the quantitative invasion data at each of the effective concentrations using PLSR. The PLSR model contained 3 principal components, which explained 89 % of the variation in the data. Figure 4B displays the scores plot of principal component 1 and 2 (PC1 and PC2) from the resulting model; EGF data are highlighted in blue and the HGF data are highlighted in green. Principal component 1 discriminated the data based on increasing invasion following growth factor stimulation, where A549 cells stimulated with EC 100 separated from the EC 50 and EC am50 cells. Principal component 2 discriminated the data based on the differential quantitative invasion profiles resulting from the 2 different growth factors, where EGF and HGF data points separate. Phosphorylation sites with the lowest coefficients on PC2 were HGF specific phosphorylation sites such as Gab1 (Y406 and Y689), Lyn (Y316), PTPRA (Y798), intersectin2 (ITSN2; Y940) and MPP5 (Y243). EGF specific phosphorylation sites defined by the highest coefficients were EGFR (Y1173), Lyn (Y397), Ship2 (Y986 and Y1135), MAPK1 (ERK2) (Y187/T185), Shc1 (Y349/Y350) and BCAR1 (p130Cas; Y249). While many of these phosphorylation sites have not been previously attributed specifically to the EGF or HGF signaling networks, these data suggest specific mediation of these phosphorylation sites downstream of the respective receptors.
To identify the quality of the combined model, we calculated the linear regression of the measured invasion versus the predicted invasion and identified an R 2 value of 0.8881 ( Figure 4C ). PLSR predicted invasion via a linear regression of the datasets in a reduceddimensionality principal component space with regression coefficients associated with principal components. To identify phosphotyrosine sites that correlated most highly to the prediction of invasion in response to either EGF or HGF in A549 cells, phosphorylation sites with VIP scores above 1 were selected and are listed in Figure 4C . Phosphotyrosine sites at the top of the canonical signaling networks (e.g. EGFR, Met, Gab1, Shc1, Ship2, ERK1 (MAPK3), and ERK2) were most important in driving the phenotypic response in this combined model. These sites are the primary docking and activation sites that mediate downstream network activity, so while their correlation with invasion was expected, this result highlights the power of the model to identify crucial nodes in the network. Several less well characterized phosphorylation sites (e.g. Csk Y184, intersectin2 Y940, Cbl Y371, calmodulin (CALM1) Y100, ANXA2 Y188, and TNS3 Y333/Y354) were also found to be strongly correlated with invasion in this model. Further work is needed to determine the mechanistic contribution of these phosphorylation events to invasion downstream of HGF or EGF stimulation of these cells.
Identification of EGF and HGF specific mediators of invasion
To parse out differences in EGF and HGF signaling in relation to invasion in A549 cells, we used the EGF and HGF datasets individually to specifically identify phosphorylation sites correlated with invasion after EGF or HGF stimulation. We built an EGF-only model with the quantitative data from the 78 overlapping phosphorylation sites shown in Figure 4A . The top 26 phosphorylation sites that contributed most significantly to the model are shown in Figure 5A along with their respective VIP scores. We generated a reduced 'EGF-only' model, based on these 26 sites, which was then used to predict invasion. The predictive power of the reduced EGF model was the same as the full 78 phosphorylation site EGF model, with both models displaying an R 2 value of 0.9982 ( Figure 5B ). To identify how specific these 26 phosphorylation sites were for predicting the pattern of EGF driven invasion, we used the reduced EGF model to predict invasion following HGF stimulation. Intriguingly, the EGF-only reduced model could not predict the measured HGF invasion (R 2 = 0.0686) ( Figure 5C ). To ensure that this reduction in the predictive power of the model was not solely due to the receptor we removed EGFR from the model. A model comprised of the remaining 25 phosphorylation sites still failed to predict HGF invasion (R 2 = 0.2925). To identify HGF specific mediators of invasion, we built a HGF-only model with the quantitative data from the 78 overlapping phosphorylation sites shown in Figure 4A . The top 26 phosphorylation sites that contributed most significantly to the model were again selected ( Figure 5D ) and used to generate a reduced 'HGF-only' model. The predictive power of the reduced HGF model was similar to the full 78 phosphorylation site HGF model, with the full model demonstrating an R 2 value of 0.9735 and the reduced model providing an R 2 value of 0.9572 ( Figure 5E ). To confirm the specificity of these 26 phosphorylation sites for predicting HGF driven invasion, we used the reduced HGF model to predict EGF invasion. The HGF data also performed poorly at predicting the measured EGF invasion (R 2 = 0.3200) ( Figure 5F ). To assess the role of Met in affecting the model specificity, we removed Met from the model. A model comprised of the resulting 25 phosphorylation sites could still not predict EGF invasion (R 2 = 0.2716). It is worth noting that the same 78 phosphorylation sites were used in both of the individual models. The difference between the models is therefore not due to qualitatively different sites, but is instead due to the quantitative differences in site-specific phosphorylation associated with the distinct growth factor stimulations. Since the same sites were used to construct both models, the two individual models can be directly compared to determine the contribution of specific phosphorylation sites to each model. Specific EGF mediators are highlighted in Figure 5A with asterisks. Several of these proteins have been previously associated with cell migration and/or invasion, including ELMO2, involved in cytoskeletal rearrangement and cell motility 34 , Syntenin (SDBP), which promotes cell invasion in multiple cancer models 35, 36 , p130Cas, which is involved in focal adhesion kinase (FAK) promoted invasion 37 , and Cysteine rich protein 1 (CRIP1), which is regulated by the EGFR ligand transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) and mediates cell contractility 38 . None of these proteins have previously been specifically linked to EGFR mediated invasion. HGF specific mediators of invasion are indicated in Figure 5D . The association between these proteins and cell migration or invasion is less well characterized, but pragmin (DKFZp761P0423) has been shown to be involved in migration of colorectal cancer cells; mutation of Y391 significantly reduced migration, yet phosphorylation of Y132 has not been characterized 39 . ADAM9, a secreted protein, increases cell invasion in human liver adenocarcinoma and uveal melanoma 40 , but the role of phosphorylation of this protein is not known. Membrane protein, palmitoylated 5 (MPP5) is localized to the tight junctions of epithelial cells, although the functional role of this protein has not been elucidated 41 . Intriguingly, none of these proteins have been specifically related to Met mediated invasion. Thus, the proteins highlighted here warrant further studies to elucidate their role in growth factor mediated invasion.
CONCLUSIONS
Here we have quantified phosphotyrosine signaling following HGF or EGF stimulation at multiple time points and concentrations. These temporal phosphorylation profiles have significantly increased the site specific phosphotyrosine information pertaining to EGFR and Met signaling networks, and have highlighted common and distinct points downstream of these receptors. The integration of this temporal tyrosine phosphorylation data with the quantitative invasion data through PLSR analysis has enabled identification of network specific mediators of invasion in A549 cells. By using either a combined or two individual models of EGF and HGF mediated invasion, we have been able to extract overlapping and distinct pathways by which EGFR or c-Met may mediate invasion. Nodes which are differentially important in the two models may also offer insight into the distinct signaling pathways activated by these two receptors. The common interaction points between the networks may provide insight into the compensatory mechanisms by which Met can mediate growth and invasion in the presence of EGFR inhibitors. These same common nodes may represent potential therapeutic targets to inhibit invasion driven by either growth factor, offering a more general therapeutic mechanism that should prevent compensatory resistance. Overall, the quantitative data acquired in this study can be directly applied to the annotation of EGFR and Met signaling networks in NSCLC. Improved models of the signaling networks downstream of these receptors will enable the identification of potential therapeutic targets directly involved in invasive cancer growth.
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Cysteine rich protein 1 Schematic diagram of the experimental mass spectrometric workflow. Effective concentrations (EC 0 , EC 50 , EC 100 and EC am50 ) were determined from the Boyden chamber invasion assay in response to EGF or HGF. Cells were stimulated with EGF or HGF at these concentrations for 5 or 20 minutes and cells were lysed and proteins reduced, alkylated and digested with trypsin. Peptides were then differentially labeled with iTRAQ8plex, and phosphotyrosine peptides were enriched for by immunoprecipitation using antiphosphotyrosine antibodies and IMAC. Phosphotyrosine peptides were then analyzed by LC-MS/MS using an Orbitrap XL instrument. Peptides were identified using CID scans (left) and quantified using HCD scans (right). The AUC was calculated for each peptide at EC 0 , EC 50 , EC 100 , and EC am50 using the 5 and 20 minute time points prior to PLSR analyses. Specific EGF and HGF responsive tyrosine phosphorylation sites. A. Heat map of the 68 EGF responsive phosphotyrosine peptides. B. Heat map of the 61 HGF responsive phosphotyrosine peptides. A and B, The heat maps are a representation of iTRAQ8plex fold changes normalized to the 10% FBS condition, normalized to the mean of all 8 channels and Log 2 transformed. Phosphorylation sites were clustered using affinity propagation to group sites that show similar profiles. C. EGF and HGF responsive tyrosine phosphorylation sites mapped onto a signaling network diagram. HGF responsive phosphorylation sites are indicated in green and EGF responsive phosphorylation sites are indicated in blue. The site of phosphorylation is indicated by a lower case "y" followed by the amino acid number in the protein sequence. 
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